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TV WHITE SPACES

1.0 Objective
This TVWS Test Plan is to provide critical information on how to successfully test the non-line-of-sight (NLOS) 
range of a TVWS pilot. Typical NLOS range for a 25Mbps DL and 3Mbps UL is from 1-5 miles. The contributing 
factors that affect range are: the base station’s (Ellipse or SC) RF environment, antenna height, terrain, clutter 
and tower elevation.

2.0 Test Procedure Summary
This Test Plan assumes the operator is familiar with the RDL-3000 XP platform. If not, please consult the following 
training videos: RDL-3000 Basic Link Configuration and RDL-3000 Advanced Link Setup and Configurations on 
rdlcom.com.

Here is what we will cover in the Test Plan:

a. Required equipment.

b. Nominet TVWS channel search at test tower site.

c. Coverage Map Estimate using Subscriber Station (SS) test antenna AGL.

d. Test Laptop Preparation - Laptop to laptop performance test using IPERF3 to ensure laptops do not skew 
results.

e. Bench test RDL-3000 radios with the latest software version keys to ensure IPERF3 or equivalent operates 
 as expected in a controlled environment.

f. Spectrum sweep at the base radio (sector controller) will be run before any testing to ensure the spectrum 
 can support larger channel sizes.

g. Link Stats screen will be captured to record signal levels (RSSI), Modulation (UBR) and Signal to Noise 
 Ratio (SINADR).

h. Speed test will be done using IPERF3.

i. Testing will be done with the RDL-3000 XP radios operating in:

 a. Fixed frame.

j. Spectrum sweeps will be taken and copied to Appendix A.

k. Screen captures of radio stats will be taken and copied to Appendix B.

l. Once the results are tabulated in the Excel spreadsheet, the table can be copied to Appendix C.

TEST PLAN
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3.0 Required Equipment for Test Plan
• 1 x Ellipse
 • 90-deg Sector 2 x Log Periodic Antennas

• 2 x Enterprise RF 
 • 4 Log Periodic Antennas

• 3 x PoE Injector and power cord

• Hand held GPS

• Inverter (400watt or higher)
 • Smart Phone Application Dioptra – Android
 • Smart Phone Application Theodolite – Apple

• Speed test tool 
 • Iperf3
 • JDSU Tberds 

• Speed Test Site (recommend using a site that is in your control)

• Redline Link Budget Tool

• Redline Radio Specs for 6/12/18/24MHz channels sizes

• Coverage Simulation Tool
 • Radio Mobile
 • Atoll
 • EDX

• 2x Laptop 
 • For speed tests if using IPERF
 • RDL-3000 Screen Captures
 • LOS Link Budget Calculations
 • Coverage Simulations

• Recording test results

• 3 x 10-15ft Ethernet cables

• Only need two maximum, but cables can get damaged during testing 

• Hand Tools

• Extension Cord

• Power Bar

4.0 Nominet TVWS Channel Search
You will need to determine the number of TVWS channels available in your service area.  

1. Go to Nominet website, https://usa.wavedb.com/.

2. Go to “How to check Channel Availability for TVWS Devices”, click on “Channel Search” and select “TV White 
 Space”.
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3. Enter coordinates of tower site with Ellipse antenna height 30m (maximum is 98ft AGL).

4. Record the list of fixed channels that are available in your service area by taking a screen capture.

 a. Example screen capture from Nominet website, Redline starts at TV channel 14.

b. ‘X’ beside a channel number means that channel is not available for that service area.

 The power levels are the maximum allowed power for this channel; however, based on FCC requirements the 
maximum EIRP RDL-3000 will meet is 21dBm total RF (18dBm per RF chain) plus 11dBi antenna gain minus 
0.5dB cable loss is 31.5dBm EIRP based on current antennas available in the market today.

 Using the above print-out you can also determine the number of contiguous channels available in your 
service area. In the above example, channel 14 through to channel 17 represents a 24MHz channel size. 

 If you happen to be using temporary keys on the RDL-3000’s you will need to convert between TV channels to 
center frequencies, see table below. Note that RDL-3000 3K-SC-RF470698-GPS-04/ENT-CPE-RF470698-01 
does not support TV channels 36, 37 and 38 and RDL-3000 3K-SC-RF479614-GPS-01/ENT-CPE-
RF470614-E1 supports up to 614MHz and supports channels 36 and 37. Revision number of radios can be 
determined by S/N prefix.
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Channel Center Frequency (MHz)
3K-SC-RF470698-GPS-04

ENT-CPE-RF470698-01

3K-SC-RF479614-GPS-01

ENT-CPE-RF470614-E1

14 473 Y Y 
15 479 Y Y 
16 485 Y Y 
17 491 Y Y 
18 497 Y Y 
19 503 Y Y 
20 509 Y Y 
21 515 Y Y 
22 521 Y Y 
23 527 Y Y 
24 533 Y Y 
25 539 Y Y 
26 545 Y Y 
27 551 Y Y 
28 557 Y Y 
29 563 Y Y 
30 569 Y Y 
31 575 Y Y 
32 581 Y Y 
33 587 Y Y 
34 593 Y Y 
35 598.5 (-01) / 599 (-E1) Y Y 
36 605 N Y 
37 611 N Y 
38 617 N N 
39 623.5 Y N 
40 629 Y N 
41 635 Y N 
42 641 Y N 
43 647 Y N 
44 653 Y N 
45 659 Y N 
46 665 Y N 
47 671 Y N 
48 677 Y N 
49 683 Y N 
50 689 Y N 
51 695 Y N 
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5.0 Coverage Map Estimate Using Subscriber Station (SS) Test Antenna AGL
1. Run coverage map using Radio Mobile or equivalent at the subscriber test height. For example, if your test 
 setup is 6ft AGL then your coverage estimate should use the remote AGL at 6ft.

2. Overlay coverage over service area and then enter pre-determined test points. Most modeling tools will 
 convert the coverage to be used on Google Earth. Redline finds this the easiest way to plot pre-determined 

test points. 

3. Lay out coverage antenna beam-width to ensure you don’t test outside of the beam. See example below:

4. Ellipse Base Station (Ellipse) sample configuration: 

 a. If you are running a multisector pilot recommend running the radios in fix frame mode. 

 b. If you are running one sector you could stay at variable frame knowing if you add more sectors to our test 
  tower you will need to run fix frame.
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6.0 Testing Radio Configuration on Bench
6.1. Before any testing in the field can be done the radios should be preconfigured on the bench. The best way 
  to test radios on the bench is to use attenuators. The diagram below is a basic bench setup showing IP  

 addresses of radios and computer connected to the radios. Recommend to use 60dB of attenuation per RF  
 chain. If you don’t have attenuators you can use antennas, just make you space them about 10-ft apart and  
 have antennas pointing away from each other. 

6.2. Before you start, ensure you have the option keys and tokens for your radios. The key and the token 
  associated with MAC address or serial number of the radio. You can easily check this by looking at the  

 radio label or via the “General Information” status when you log in.

6.3. The default IP of the radio is 192.168.25.2 and default username and password is “admin” for both. Log  
 into each radio and go to “General Information” status to check serial number or MAC address of 

  the radio.
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6.4. Go to “Product Options” and copy in the option key and token that matches the serial number or MAC 
  address of the radio you are going to configure.

  Activate key and Access Token, then reboot the radio. Complete this task for all radios you have.

6.5. Redline has provided two basic script files, see text files sc1.txt and ss1.txt (click to download). These  
 basic configuration files use the IP addresses and center frequency in the above network diagram. The  
 channel size is 6MHz. The configuration file does not provide any WSDB control configuration, option key  
 or token.   The “sc1.txt” is the sector controller script. The radio that is the sector controller is typically  
 the Ellipse (base station) or one of the Enterprise RF radios that will be operating in PTP mode. The radio  
 configured as the sector controller (SC) is usually connected closes to the point of presence. To load in  
 these scripts files you will need a TFTP server running on your laptop/computer and a Telnet application.

6.6. Log into the radio that will be the SC. Go to “Configuration/Wireless” and change the “System Mode” from 
  PMP SS to PMP SC. Click on “Apply and Save All” and “Reboot” After the radio has rebooted, log back in  

 and ensure “System Mode” is “PMP SC”.

6.7. Startup TFTP server and point the server to the where the “sc1.txt” and “ss1.txt” are located on your 
  laptop/computer. 

http://www2.rdlcom.com/l/20022/2018-12-14/3hj3rm8/20022/121085/sc1.txt
http://www2.rdlcom.com/l/20022/2018-12-14/3hj3rmd/20022/121087/ss1.txt
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6.8. Startup Telnet client enter the IP address of the radio configured for PMP SC. The username and    
 password is the same as the web browser username and password. Once logged in enter the following   
 load script command:

192.168.25.2# load script 192.168.25.200 sc1.txt –e

6.9. The “-e” in the command string will echo back all commands. The radio will reboot automatically. 

6.10. Move laptop to the radio that will be the SS. This radio will not need any configuration changes before the 
  script is loaded. Using telnet log into the radio that will be the SS and enter the following command:

192.168.25.2# load script 192.168.25.200 ss1.txt –e

6.11. The radio will reboot. The SS IP address will have changed to 192.168.25.3. Once the radio has rebooted, 
  log in using the 192.168.25.3 address. 

6.12. You may need to change the IP addresses of the radios to reach the Nominet database server. The IP 
  address can be changes under “Configuration/System”. Complete the WSDB Control field in the SC and   

 SS radios. The link will come up, once the radios register with Nominet.  

7.0 Test Laptop Preparation
7.1. PC to PC Performance using IPERF3

  Objective: This test confirms the maximum Ethernet throughput of the PC’s involved in this test. 

  Note: The same PC devices must be used for the entire ATP once they pass this test. A test failure here   
 signifies a lack of compliance with the PC equipment used in the test and determines it must be    
 replaced to be able to proceed.

  It is preferred to use Linux OS for running iPERF.

  To optimize IPERF3 tests on Windows 7 disable “Window Scaling Heuristics” and “Receive Window 
  Auto-Tune Level.

   • Disabling TCP Window Scaling Heuristics.

Figure 1: Laptop Window Scaling Heuristics disabled

• Disabling TCP Window Scaling Heuristics.
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Figure 2: Laptop Receive Window Auto-Timing Level Disabled

Figure 3: PC to PC Connectivity Tests

   • Disabling TCP window Auto-Tuning.

  Note: Double check that IPERF3 versions installed in the PCs match the PCs specs in terms of 32/64 bits.

  Procedure:

   1. Connect both PC’s directly to each other. Set PC1’s IP address to 192.168.25.202 and PC2’s IP address  
   to 192.168.25.200.
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   2. From PC1 run the IPERF command:

    a. Server: iperf3 –s –p 8281

    b. Server: iperf3 –s -p 8282 

   3. From PC2 run the IPERF command:

    a. Client: iperf3 –c <server ip> -p 8281 –w64k –P3 –t30

    b. Client: iperf3 –c <server ip> -p 8282 -R –w64k –P3 –t30

    c. (-R) argument to reverse traffic flow.

   4. Record the rates from the last “SUM” line (in Mbps) for each client stream in Excel worksheet, 
    “_testResults _Field Data_6MHz Channel_rev16-Whitespace Technology” Excel document. Repeat   

   each test 3 times to arrive at an average.

   5. These results set the expectations as this is a maximum rate before testing over RF link. 

8.0 Bidirectional Throughput Bench Test

Objective: This bench test is to confirm IPERF3, is running correctly over radio link. 

Note: Make certain section 6 has been successfully performed for the laptops to be use in this test. 

Figure 4 Radio connectivity tests
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1. Connect radios using 60dB of attention for each RF chain.

2. Ensure RSSI levels on both radios are from -55dBm to -60dBm. Levels on both sides of the link can be 
 checked under the SC/Ellipse Link Summary page.

3. From PC1 behind base radio (SC/Ellipse):

 a. Server: iperf3 –s –p 8281

 b. Server: iperf3 –s -p 8282 

4. From PC2 behind subscriber radio (SS/Elte MT):

 a. Client U/L Test: iperf3 –c <server ip> -p 8281 –w64k –P3 –t30

 b. Client D/L Test: iperf3 –c <server ip> -p 8282 -R –w64k –P3 –t30

 c. (-R) argument to reverse traffic flow

5. IPERF3 will perform the DL and UL tests sequentially. Record the results (in Mbps) of the two directions in, 
 “_testResults _Field Data_6MHz Channel_rev16-Whitespace Technology” Excel document. See example of 

IPERF3 printout from the subscriber side:

Figure 5: IPERF3 Test Result Example - Read the last “SUM” line – this is UL speed

Figure 6: IPERF3 Test Result Example - Read the last “SUM” line – this is DL speed
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9.0 Outdoor Testing RDL-3000 Radios

1. Spectrum Sweep at Base Station (Ellipse)

 a. Using a web browser log into the SC/Ellipse.

 b. Navigate to Utilities/Spectrum Sweep.

 c. Spectrum Sweep Setting: 

  i.  Start Frequency = 470MHz

  ii.  Stop Frequency = 614MHz

  iii. Step (MHz) = 2 (keeping the steps small ensure you don’t miss information during sweep)

  iv. Number of acquisitions = 100 (captures the highs and lows of the measured noise floor)

 d. Click on “Start” button to start sweep.

 e. Once the sweep is completed, highlight the printout and copy to
  ” _testResults _Field Data_6MHz Channel_rev16-Whitespace Technology” Excel document.

 f. Review the spectrum sweep and highlight the area that has the lowest noise floor. Look at the maximum 
  dB column for RF1 and RF2. Keep in mind you will need to operate in the TV channel center frequencies  

 and operate on allowed TV channels as per Nominet TVWS channel search. See image of an Ellipse or SC  
 spectrum sweep.

Figure 7: RDL-3000 Wireless Setup
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2. In the above example an 18MHz channel can be supported. Highlighted numbers to the left are TV channels 
 determined by cross referencing with TV channel to center frequency table above. In this example Ellipse 

center frequency will be 590MHz. Numbers circled above are maximum dB column. In this example the 
client used 1.75MHz steps; with 2MHz steps’ working out the channel size on the table is a bit easier.

3. Recommend running first run of tests using 6MHz (5MHZ) then increase the channel sizes to what the RF 
 environment will support. 

10.0 What To Do If High Noise is Encountered

1. Change Ellipse antenna azimuth and re-run spectrum sweeps to look for lower noise floors.

2. If one pol is noisier over the other pol, measuring levels at -60dBm and higher recommend turning off the RF 
 port that is connected to the noisiest pol. Typically, the noisiest pol is h-pol. 

3. Turning off the RF port with the highest noise floor, is done by logging into the Ellipse/SC and going to 
 Wireless/Advance Wireless Configuration/Radio Mode/RF2, then Apply and Save, then reboot. This 

configuration will disable RF1. 

4. If both pols are very noisy try testing at a different tower location.

5. Lower AGL of Ellipse/SC antenna.

6. If using discrete antennas, change both antennas to the lower noise pol, typically vpol. If you go this route, 
 you will need to space the antennas by at least 4ft. To achieve this you will probably need to extend the 

co-axial cable length.

7. Use bandpass filters to filter out out-of-band carrier. Filters only work if the offending carrier(s) are    
 outside the channel the radio is operating on.
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11.0 Line-of-Site (LOS) Test

This is a very important step to ensure that all installed equipment is operating correctly. 

1. First pick a LOS location that you can see the whole tower unobstructed. See picture below of LOS example. 

2. Collect coordinates using GPS or Dioptra/Theodolite smart phone applications.

3. Plot coordinates on Google Earth and use Google Earth’s Ruler to measure distance to tower location.
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5. Depending on the distance of the remote to the base station, transmit power may need to be reduced so not 
to saturate the receiver on either radio. Usually a -50 to -55dBm is a good receive level (RSSI). 

6. Then go out to the test location and you should measure within +/-3dB of the calculated RSSI value. In the 
 above example if -48.94dbm to -54.94dBm is measured this would be considered acceptable. If you notice the 

levels are lower by 6dB to 10dB that may simply mean you have optical LOS (OLOS) instead of LOS. You can 
simply change the Pathloss Model in the Link Budget Tool to optical LOS (OLOS) to confirm this 
measurement. The Link Budget Tool will add 6dB of attenuation to link budget.

7. Run speed test to ensure speed test tools are working as expected. Compare test results with Redline 
 Radio Specs. 

8. Collect the following screen captures from Enterprise RF:

 a. General Information (only once so you have radio S/N and MAC)

 b. System Status

 c. Subscriber Link Status

 d. Subscriber Service Status

9. Record all speed tests, Dioptra/Theodolite pictures, GPS coordinates from Handheld and screen captures 
into “_testResults _Field Data_6MHz Channel_rev16-Whitespace Technology” Excel worksheet.

4. Use Redline Link Budget Tool and calculate the expected RSSI level.
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12.0 Non-Line-of-Site (NLOS) Testing

Objective: To measure bidirectional TCP throughput in the DL and UL direction over the RF link plus collection 
Subscriber Unit stats during the throughput tests. These tests will be run as outlined in the table for each 
subscriber location.

1. Ensure IPERF3 servers are running behind SC/Ellipse, as per section.

2. Turn on the antenna alignment buzzer on RDL-3000 Enterprise RF radio, found under Wireless/Advance 
 Wireless Configuration/Antenna Buzzer Enable, then Apply and Save All.

3. Once the link is established with the base station the buzzer on the radio will start chirping. The faster the 
 chirping the stronger the signal. 

4. Peak antenna for the fastest chirp. 

5. Take photo in the direction of the tower using Dioptra/Theodolite smart phone applications or at least collect 
 coordinates using handheld GPS antenna. See Dioptra output example below:
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6. Log into subscriber radio and check “Link Summary” take note of DL and UL MCS. 

 a.  From laptop behind Enterprise RF configured as subscriber radio (SS):

  i. Client U/L: iperf3 –c <server ip> -p 8281 –w64k –P3 –t30

  ii. Client D/L: iperf3 –c <server ip> -p 8282 -R –w64k –P3 –t30

  iii. (-R) argument to reverse traffic flow

7. IPERF3 will perform at TCP DL and UL tests sequentially. See example of IPERF3 printout from the 
 subscriber side:

Figure 8: Read the last “SUM” line – this is UL speed

Figure 9: Read the last “SUM” line – this is DL Speed
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8. During your testing always keep Ellipse receive noise floor in mind. 

9. Using Snipping Tool or equivalent capture the following RDL-3000 screens:

 a. System Status

 b. Subscriber Link Status

 c. Subscriber Service Status

10. If link does not establish run Antenna Alignment found under Utilities to collect Enterprise RF receive level. 

 a. The main reason why the link will not establish because the RSSI level is below or one to two dB above the 
   noise floor at the Ellipse side of the link. 

 b. During your testing always keep Ellipse receive noise floor in mind. 

11. Record all speed tests, Dioptra/Theodolite pictures, GPS coordinates from Handheld and screen captures 
 into “_testResults _Field Data_6MHz Channel_rev16-Whitespace Technology” Excel worksheet.

12. Repeat test with larger channel sizes based on the number of contiguous channels.
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13.0 Appendix A – Spectrum Sweeps
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14.0 Populate with your data
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15.0 Populate with your data
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16.0 Populate with your data
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17.0 Appendix B – Post-test Screen Captures
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18.0 Appendix C – Test Results
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